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Abstract. Sentiment analysis refers to the class of computational and natural language processing based techniques used to identify, extract or characterize subjective
information, such as opinions, expressed in a given piece of text. The main purpose of
sentiment analysis is to classify a writer’s attitude towards various topics into positive,
negative or neutral categories. Sentiment analysis has many applications in different
domains including, but not limited to, business intelligence, politics, sociology, etc. Recent years, on the other hand, have witnessed the advent of social networking websites,
microblogs, wikis and Web applications and consequently, an unprecedented growth in
user-generated data is poised for sentiment mining. Data such as web-postings, Tweets,
videos, etc., all express opinions on various topics and events, offer immense opportunities to study and analyze human opinions and sentiment. In this chapter, we study
the information published by individuals in social media in cases of natural disasters
and emergencies and investigate if such information could be used by first responders
to improve situational awareness and crisis management. In particular, we explore applications of sentiment analysis and demonstrate how sentiment mining in social media
can be exploited to determine how local crowds react during a disaster, and how such
information can be used to improve disaster management. Such information can also
be used to help assess the extent of the devastation and find people who are in specific
need during an emergency situation. We first provide the formal definition of sentiment
analysis in social media and cover traditional and the state-of-the-art approaches while
highlighting contributions, shortcomings, and pitfalls due to the composition of online
media streams. Next we discuss the relationship among social media, disaster relief and
situational awareness and explain how social media is used in these contexts with the focus on sentiment analysis. In order to enable quick analysis of real-time geo-distributed
data, we will detail applications of visual analytics with an emphasis on sentiment visualization. Finally, we conclude the chapter with a discussion of research challenges in
sentiment analysis and its application in disaster relief.
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1

Introduction

With the explosive growth of social media (e.g. blogs, micro-blogs, forum discussions
and reviews) in the last decade, the web has drastically changed to the extent that nowadays
billions of people all around the globe are freely allowed to conduct many activities such
as interacting, sharing, posting and manipulating contents. This enables us to be connected
and interact with each other anytime without geographical boundaries, as opposed to the
traditional structured data available in databases. The resulted unstructured user-generated
data mandates new computational techniques from social media mining, while it provides
us opportunities to study and understand individuals at unprecedented scales [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7]. Sentiment analysis (a.k.a opinion mining) is one class of computational techniques
which automatically extracts and summarizes the opinions of such immense volume of data
which the average human reader is unable to process. This ocean of opinionated postings
in social media is central to the individuals’ activities as they impact our behaviors and
help reshape businesses. Nowadays, not only individuals are no longer limited to asking
friends and family about products but also businesses, organizations and companies do not
require to conduct surveys or polls for opinions about products, as there are tons of user
reviews and discussions in public forums on the Web. There are thus numerous immediate
and practical applications and industrial interests of collecting and studying such opinions
by using computational sentiment analysis techniques, spreading from consumer products,
services, healthcare, and financial services to social events, political elections and more
recently crisis management and natural disasters.
Social media has pervasively played an increasing role and they have become an important alternative information channel to traditional media in the last five years during
emergencies and disasters, where they rank as the fourth most popular sources to access
necessary information during emergencies [8, 9]. In particular, individuals and communities
have used social media for many tasks from warning others of unsafe areas to fund raising for disaster relief [8]. The days of one-way communication where only official sources
used to provide bulletins during emergencies are actually gone. In 2005 for instance, when
Hurricane Katrina slammed the U.S. gulf coast, there was no Twitter for news update while
Facebook was not that much famous yet. Compare, for example, Hurricane Katrina to the
Haiti earthquake on January 2010. During latter, people used Twitter, Facebook, Flicker,
blogs and YouTube to post their experience in form of texts, photos and videos during the
earthquake which resulted in donating 8 million U.S. dollars to the Red Cross which vividly
demonstrates the power of social media in propagating information during emergencies [10].
Hurricane Sandy on 2012, is another example to show the positive impact of social media
during disasters. By that time, using social media had become an important part of disaster
response. There are numerous similar examples that show how social media have come to
the rescue in disaster situations including Hurricane Irene, California gas explosion on 2010,
Japan earthquakes, Genoa flooding and more recently Ebola. Social media could be actually leveraged to keep the problem informed, help locate loved ones, and express support or
notify authorities during emergencies and disasters. Sentiment analysis of disaster related
posts in social media in could help to detect posts that contribute to the situational awareness and better understand the dynamics of the network including users’ feelings, panics and

concerns by identifying the polarity of sentiments expressed by users during disaster events
to improve decision making. Sentiment information could also be used to project the information regarding the devastation and recovery situation and donation requests to the crowd
in better ways.
Interactive tools such as visual analytic methods could help us to make a large amount
of complex information more readable and interpretable, if integrated by computational approaches, as the effectiveness of most computational techniques is limited due to several
factors [11]. Interactive visual analytics provide intuitive ways of making sense of large
amount of posts available in social media. These techniques are now widely used in social
media data and contribute in many areas of exploratory data analysis. Despite most social
media visualization approaches which rely solely on geographical and temporal features,
there are some systems which are able to exploit the sentiments of the data such which help
improving visualization. Besides disaster related data management in social media, the ability to drawing out important features could be used for better and quick understanding of
situation which leads to rapid decision making in critical situations. Moreover, the data produced by social media during disasters and events, is staggering and hard for an individual
to process. Therefore, visualization is needed for facilitating pattern discovery.
The goal of this chapter is to give the reader a concrete overview of sentiment analysis
in social media and how it could be leveraged for disaster relief during emergencies and
disasters. In particular, we cover state-of-the-art sentiment analysis approaches and highlight
their contributions and shortcomings and then discuss the application of social media and
sentiment analysis in disaster relief and situational awareness. We conclude the chapter by
detailing applications of visual analytics with an emphasis on sentiment analysis and then
discussing the research challenges in sentiment analysis and disaster relief. By the end of this
chapter, the reader is expected to learn about the sentiment analysis and disaster management
concepts as well as the state-of-the-art approaches and the applications of visual analytics in
these contexts.

2

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis (a.k.a sentiment classification, opinion mining, subjectivity analysis,
polarity classification, affect analysis, etc.) is the multidisciplinary field of study that deals
with analyzing people’s sentiments, attitudes, emotions and opinions about different entities
such as products, services, individuals, companies, organizations, events and topics and includes multiple fields such as natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics,
information retrieval, machine learning and artificial intelligence. It is set of computational
and NLP based techniques which could be leveraged in order to extract subjective information in a given text unlike factual information, opinions and sentiments are subjective [12].
Despite the recent surge of interest in sentiment analysis since the term was coined by
Nasukawa et al. [13] in 2003, the demand for information on sentiment and opinion during
decision-making situations dates back to long before the widespread use of the World Wide
Web. Opinions are central to almost all human activities as they could influence our behaviors specially when making a decision. For example, many of us may have asked their friends

to recommend a dishwasher or to explain who they might vote for during elections, or even
requested reference letters from colleagues regarding job applications. Now, opinions and
experiences of numerous people that are neither our acquaintances nor professional critics
are readily available thanks the Internet and the Web [14]. This is not limited to individuals
only; businesses, organizations and companies are also eager to know consumers’ opinions
about their products and services. In the past, when a business needed consumer opinions, it
conducted surveys and opinion polls. Nowadays, one is no longer limited to asking friends
and family or conducting surveys for opinions about products; instead one can use volumes
of user reviews and discussions in public forums on the Web [12]. Indeed, the Web has
dramatically changed the way that people express their opinions about products, services,
companies, individuals and social events. There are now many Internet forums, discussion
groups, blogs and even micro-blogs that are well suited for the users to freely post reviews
about products and express their views on almost anything online. These users-generated
contents and word-of-mouth behavior are sources of information with many immediate and
practical applications.
The research on sentiment analysis appeared even earlier than 2003 [15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20], while there were also some other earlier work [21, 22] on beliefs as frontiers or later
work [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] on interpretation of metaphors, sentiment adjectives,
subjectivity, view points, affects and related areas [12, 14]. In contrast to the long history of
linguistics and NLP, the area of analyzing people’s opinions and sentiments has been virtually untrodden before the year 2000. However, since then, the literature witnessed literally
hundreds of studies [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] due to several factors, including: (1)
the rise of machine learning techniques in natural language processing and information retrieval; (2) access to datasets for training machine learning techniques because of the World
Wide Web and specifically review-aggregation Websites, and; (3) realizing the huge applications in industry that the area started to offer [14]. This rapid growth of sentiment analysis
and, more importantly its coincidence with the explosive popularity of the social media, have
made the sentiment analysis the central point in the social media research [12].
Research on sentiment analysis has been investigated from different perspectives. Perhaps the most popular perspective is to categorize these studies into three levels, document
level, sentence level, and entity and aspect level [12] described as follows:
• Document level: The aim here is to determine the overall sentiment of an entire
document. For example given a product review, the task is to determine whether it
expresses positive or negative opinions about the product. This level looks at the
document as a single entity, thus it is not extensible to multiple documents.
• Sentence level: This level of analysis is very close to subjectivity classification and the
task at this level is limited to the sentences and their expressed opinions. Specifically,
this level determines whether each sentence expresses a positive, negative or neutral
opinion.
• Entity and aspect level: Instead of solely analyzing language constructs (e.g. documents, paragraphs, sentences), this level (a.k.a feature level) provides finer-grained
analysis for each aspect(or feature) i.e., it directly looks at the opinions for different

aspects itself. The aspect-level is more challenging than both document and sentence
levels and consists of several sub-problems. It finds different available sentiment
Sentiment analysis methods could be categorized into two groups, language processing based and application oriented methods. We describe the state-of-the-art approaches in
each category and highlight their contributions. Then we conclude this section with a brief
overview on visual analytics approaches in sentiment analysis.

2.1

Language Processing Based Methods

Meanwhile, some other works have addressed sentiment analysis from two different
aspects, namely, lexicon-based, and linguistic analysis. The most obvious yet important indicators of sentiments are sentiment or opinion words such as good, amazing, poor, bad as
well as some phrases and idioms which are used to express positive or negative opinions. A
sentiment lexicon (a.k.a opinion lexicon) is the list of such words and phrases and is necessary but not sufficient for sentiment analysis. In addition to exploiting lexicons, linguistic
based approaches also use the grammatical structure of the text for sentiment classification.
There are two kinds of lexicon generation methods, namely, dictionary based [32, 33, 40]
and corpus-based [31] approaches. The first category starts with a small set of opinion words
and expands the lexicon through bootstrapping a certain dictionary while the second category generates the opinion lexicon through learning the dataset. For example, authors et
al. [32] propose to employ predefined syntactic templates to capture links between opinion
words and their targets. The links can then be used to infer more opinion words. Wu et
al. [41] further extended the link structure to syntactic trees and expand the opinion lexicon
accordingly. Kouloumpis et al. [31] investigate the utility of linguistic features including
lexicon and part of speech for sentiment analysis of microblogging posts by deploying AdaBoost.MH model [42]. The authors then concluded that sentiment lexicon features demonstrate better performance. Another lexicon based method is proposed by Thelwall et al. [33]
that authors study the relation between importance of events and sentiment intensity of messages posted in Twitter. Time series based analysis of sentiment can be used to predict
offline phenomena of online topics or investigating the role of sentiment in important online
events.Thelwall et al. [33] incorporate SentiStrength algorithm [43], which simultaneously
assigns positive and negative scores to the token in the text, to extract the intensity of posts
sentiments. The algorithm assigns scores to the tokens in a dictionary which includes common emoticons while modifier words or symbols can boost the score. The final score is the
maximum score among all tokens’ scores. The authors conclude with the observation that
negative sentiment intensity of microblogging posts increases with the importance of the
event.

2.2

Application Oriented Methods

Pervasive real-life applications of sentiment analysis and opinion mining are one reason
that sentiment analysis is now a popular research problem. Due to these offered applications
by sentiment analysis, many activities specially those of industries have risen in recent years

which have spread to almost every possible domain including products, services, healthcare, financial services, social events and political elections. Sentiment analysis also helps
to understand opinions of people regarding different online topics. It has many applications
in social media and many works have been done recently in applying sentiment analysis
methods to social media data. These applications include, but are not limited to, movie reviews [17], product reviews [44, 12], App reviews [45], stock market predictions [46] and
trend detection [47]. For example, Pang et al. [17] discuss the performance of machine
learning classifiers including Naı̈ve Bayes [48], maximum entropy [49] and support vector
machines [50] in the specific domain of movie reviews. They use various feature extractors
based on unigrams and bigrams. Star ratings are also used as polarity signals in training data.
Another application of sentiment analysis is in stock market prediction [46], investigating
whether the stock market could be predicted using public sentiment expressed in daily Twitter posts. The authors use OpinionFinder [51] and Google-Profile of Mood States(GPOMS)
tools to measure users sentiments and mood to further analyze resulted time series and the
effect of public mood states on prediction of stock market. In spite of these applications
and the abundance of public information available for sentiment analysis, finding opinion
Websites on the Internet and processing the information contained in them is still a tedious
task for the average human reader. Therefore, automated sentiment analysis systems are
critical. One good example of such a system is the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [52] which
is an extensible and annotation-based NLP processing pipeline that provides several core
natural language analysis steps, from tokenization to coreference resolution.
There are also some other studies that leverage network information into sentiment analysis applications. For example, some works exploit social network information [34, 35] to
improve sentiment analysis performance. Authors in [34] incorporate user-user relations including follower/followee network corresponding into the principle of homophily [53] and
“@”-network which shows the attention of users to each other, i.e. mentions network. They
propose a semi-supervsied model using a factor-graph model to leverage social network
information for user-level sentiment polarity classification. Tan et al. show considering
both homophily and attention at the same time could result in a significant improve even
when representative information is very sparse, as long as demonstrating a strong correlation between users shared opinions. Another work [35] confirms the existence of two social
theories sentiment consistency and emotional contagion in microblogging data. Sentiment
consistency [54] refers to sentiment consistency of messages posted by the same user in
comparison to two different random users’ posts. Emotional contagion [55] suggests that
messages posted by two friends have more similar sentiment than those of random users
in the network. The proposed method, then, integrates the social theories using sentiment
relations between tweets as a regularization parameter into the definition of traditional supervised classification method and finally uses optimization techniques to solve the problem.
In order to handle noisy and short texts in microblogging data, Hu et al. [35] utilizes sparse
learning method lasso [56] for the classification feature space.
Different from these works, some efforts have been made to exploit emoticons [36, 37,
57]. For example, Go et al. [57] apply machine learning classifiers using distant supervision
to consider microblogging post with emoticons as training data. Distant supervision is intro-

duced by Read [58] which shows that emoticons could be used as sentiment labels to reduce
dependencies in machine learning techniques. In a similar attempt, Zhao et al. [36] train a
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier on a dataset from Weibo1 using emoticons as noisy label information.
Another work by Hu et al. [37] further investigate using emotional signals in the sentiment
analysis problem. Emotional signals refer to any information in the data which reveals the
sentiment polarity of a post such as emoticons, product ratings or some words which carry
clear semantic meaning. Emotional signals can be grouped into two categories: emotion indication and emotion correlation. The former refers to the signals that strongly demonstrate
the sentiment of a post or word, like emoticons or product ratings, and the latter includes
posts that demonstrate the correlation between post or words such as synonym correlation or
sentiment consistency theory. This theory states that two co-occurred words are more likely
to be sentiment consistent rather than two random words. The proposed method, first verifies
the existence of two representative emotional signals, emoticons and sentiment consistency.
Then it models them with regularization factors considering both post- and word- level aspects of them and exploits them in the orthogonal nonnegative matrix tri-factroization model
(ONMTF) [59] for sentiment classification.
There exist some other studies for sentiment classification that are different from the
previous methods. For instance, the impact of human factors such as textual, topical, demographical, spatial and temporal features on the attitude and sentimentality of posts is
studied by Kucuktunc et al [40]. This study proposes to use posts on Yahoo! Answers2 ,
a large online question answering system and uses [43] as a sentiment extraction tool to
extract sentiments and further deploys gradient boosted decision trees [60, 61] to predict
the attitude a question will provoke in answers. As an another example, Hu et al. [62] propose a method to identify sentiments of segments and topics of event related tweets which
have received praise or criticism. Their framework decomposes the tweet-vocabulary matrix into four factors to demonstrate the relation of tweets with different segments, topics
and sentiments so that it could characterize the segment and topics of events via aggregated
Twitter sentiment. To compensate the learning process, three types of prior knowledges
have been exploited in their method including sentiment lexicon, manually labeled tweets
and tweet/event alignment using [63]. Balahur et al. [64] apply sentiment analysis methods
for news opinion mining since it is different from that of other text types in clarifying target,
separation of good and bad news from good and bad sentiment, and analysis of explicitly
marked opinion. Recent work of [38], presents three neural networks to exploit and learn
sentiment-specific word embedding (SSWE) for sentiment classification on Twitter without
any manual annotations. In more details, they apply sentiment-specific word embedding for
Twitter sentiment analysis under a supervised learning framework. In this study, instead of
hand-crafting features, authors incorporate the continues representation of word and phrases
as the feature of a tweet. Another study [39], compares three different approaches including
replacement, augmentation and interpolation for exploiting semantic features for Twitter sentiment analysis and concludes that the best results are achieved by interpolating the
generative model of words given semantic concepts into the unigram language of model of
1 http://Weibo.com
2 http://answers.yahoo.com

the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier.
In Table 1, we summarize some of the recent studies with their datasets along with their
proposed approaches and their best reported accuracies.
Paper Dataset
[17] IMDb Movie Review
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]

iSieve Twitter dataset
Customer Review Dataset
Twitter dataset
Twittes dataset on Different Topics

[35]

Stanford Twitter Sentiment;
Obama-McCain Debate

[36]

Weibo Tweets

[37]

Stanford Twitter Sentiment;
Obama-McCain Debate
Twitter sentiment classification
benchmark dataset in SemEval
Stanford Twitter Sentiment;
Obama-McCain Debate; Health
Care Reform
Yahoo answers
Self crawled Twitter dataset

[38]
[39]

[40]
[57]

[62]

Denver Debate Twitter dataset;
ME Speech Twitter dataset

[64]

news articles quotes

Approach
Support vector machine
AdaBoost.MH
Others
SentiStrength
Graphical models incorporating users relation network
Incorporating sociological sciences into multiple sentiment classification
Incorporating emoticons into Naive Bayes
classifier
Leveraging emotional
signals in ONTMF[59]
Neural networks

Evaluation
82.9%(Accuracy)

Incorporating semantics features into Naive
Bayes
SentiStrength
Incorporating emoticons in support vector
machine
Matrix factorization by
leveraging prior knowledge of lexicon, sentiment and alignment of
tweets to the events
SentiWordNet

84.25%(Accuracy)

75%(Accuracy)
70%(FScore)
80%(Accuracy)

79.6%(Accuracy)

58.3%(FScore)

72.6%(Accuracy)
86.48%(FScore)

0.4939 (RMSE)
83%(Accuracy)

76.8%(Accuracy)

82.0%(Accuracy)

Table 1: Best results reported by different studies using different approaches on different data sets. Some studies may have reported different accuracies in their original
papers.

2.3

Sentiment Visualization

Visual analytics focuses on providing an intuitive way of making sense of large amount
of posts available in social media. It is widely used in social media data and contributes in
many areas of exploratory data analysis, such as geographical analysis [65], information diffusion [66] and business prediction [67]. While most social media visualization approaches
rely on geographical and temporal features, some systems exploit the semantic of the data
such as sentiments to improve visualization. For example, there exist some Websites that
provide mashup applications to visualize and analyze tweets, including TrendsMap3 , Twitalyzer4 , and Geotwitterous5 , some of which provide sentiment analysis as well. In the remainder of this section, we explore some of the existing systems and tools that are able to
visualize sentiment.
IN-SPIRE [68] is a visual analytic tool for blog analysis which helps users to harvest
blogs and classify them with respect to their contents. IN-SPIRE supports sentiment visualization of blogs and streaming contents. The sentiment of lexicons are categorized into
positive/negative, virtue/vice, power coop/conflict and pleasure/pain according to Gregory
et al. [69] and is visualize as a rose plot. Each pair of category is shown with a different
shade of a same color. Moreover, the size of petals are different in terms of the amount
of sentiment. For example, Fig.1 depicts sentiment distribution in two event-related and
music-related blogs regarding the September 11th attacks.

Figure 1: Sentiment Distribution of two blog topics using IN-SPIRE. The sentiment of
lexicons categorized into different groups visualize as a rose plot with different colors.
Reprinted with permission from [68]
3 http://trendsmap.com/
4 http://www.twitalyzer.com/
5 http://ouseful.open.ac.uk/geotwitterous/

As another example of sentiment visualization prototype, Pulse [70], simultaneously
detects topic and sentiment of a document in the sentence-level in the following way. It first
constructs a tree-map [71] to visualize the clusters and their associated sentiments. Each
cluster is depicted by a box whose size indicates the number of sentences in it and also its
red or green color translates into the positive or negative sentiment respectively. Naive Bayes
classifier with Expectation Maximization (EM) and bootstrapping [72] are finally applied to
find the sentiment of the sentence. Fig.2 shows a screenshot of Pulse user interface system.
Oelke et al [73] develops a tool that analyzes and visualizes customer feedbacks using a 2-D

Figure 2: Screenshot of Pulse user interface. Each cluster of corespondent tree-map
is shown with a box whose size indicates the number of sentences in it. Positive and
negative sentiments are shown with red and green color respectively. Reprinted with
permission from [70]
matrix to show the sentiment overview of customer feedbacks. Then it clusters the reviews
and uses special thumbnails to provide their relationship. It uses a circular correlation map
to analyze the correlations among different aspects of the dataset such as numerical ratings,
sentiment orientations and product features of the reviews.
Similarly, VISA [74], is an extension to the generic text visualization tool TIARA [75]
with the further sentiment analysis abilities which helps average human reader to understand
sentiments of a huge amount of textual data. The novel concept of this tool is sentiment tuple which is the core of the data model and acts as an interface between backend sentiment

analysis system and the frontend visualization. This tuple of feature, aspect, opinion, and polarity helps the system to incorporate any external sentiment analysis method results which
could be easily transformed into this representation. VISA is also a mashup visualization
which shows the temporal sentiment dynamics, comparison of sentiment among different
topics, document snippet to provide details about the context of sentiment and chart visualization for different structured features for more accurate sentiment perception. It deploys
three domain-specific entity, word, and opposite dictionaries to determine features, aspects
and polarity of the document.
Eventscape tool [76] combines time, visual media, mood, and controversy by performing topic modeling and clustering to determine events and topics and arranging them in time.
It uses ANEW dictionary to find emotion valence and arousal of document text. It shows
sentiment diversity of documents by focusing on interactive colour-coded timeline, lists of
tweets, and mood maps. TwitInfo [77] is also a system for summarizing and visualizing
event on Twitter and has a timeline based display which allows users to brows a large collection of tweets. It plots the geographical data coupled with sample tweets, color-coded for
sentiment. TwitInfo uses Naive Bayes classifier on unigram features following the strategy
of go et al. [57] to classify tweets as positive and negative. It also introduces a normalization
procedure for sentiment summarization to guarantee that sentiment methods produce correct results. MediaWatch [78] creates sentiment flow diagrams to analyze the evolution of
sentiment over time with an innovative color-coding display. It uses aggregated sentiment
polarity method as a sentiment detection algorithm. A screenshot of the MediaWatch on climate change data is shown in Fig.3. Shook et al. [79] propose a geospatial visual analytics
method, TwitterBeat, which analyze large volume of textual data to capture the sentiment
to display it in emotional heatmaps. Fig.4 depicts a sample of TwitterBeat on US sentiment
feed.

3

Sentiment Analysis for Disaster Relief

Recent years have witnessed an increase in severity and frequency of natural disasters [80]. Many natural disasters around the globe, have killed people and impacted human
lives worldwide. Consequently there is a critical need to use a mechanism to best allocate investment for prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery to enhance safety and reduce
the cost and social effects of emergencies and disasters [81]. In the following subsections,
first we describe the application of social media during disasters and emergencies as one
of such mechanisms and then explain how sentiment analysis can be deployed for disaster relief and finally review some of the state-of-the-art visual analytics techniques used to
accommodate the task of disaster management.

3.1

Social Media in Disaster Relief

Social media have become an important alternative information channel to traditional
media during emergencies and disasters. They have been used for many tasks including
warning others of unsafe areas and fund raising for disaster relief [8]. Social media help to

Figure 3: Screenshot of the MediaWatch on climate change data. Sentiment flow diagram is shown to analyze evolution of sentiment over time. Reprinted with permission
from [78]

Figure 4: Heat Maps of US Sentiment on Twitter. Reprinted with permission from [79]

keep informed, locate loved ones, express support or notify authorities during emergencies
and disasters. Due to popularity and diverse areas of discussion of social media, it has been
used recently as a tool by first responders-those who provide first hand aids- for disaster
relief and crisis management. Microblogging systems are used by millions around the world
to broadcast just about anything. Therefore they can be used in disaster management as they
provide an information platform with easy accessibility. For example Twitter was used to
provide real time situation updates during major disasters [82, 83, 84, 85]. [86] used 2008
Sichuan Earthquake in 2008 as a case study to show that individuals use social media to
gather and disperse useful information regarding the disasters. [87] also provides a study on
how microblogging systems could be used to facilitate disaster response.
The applications of social media in disaster management can be roughly categorized
into two groups, situational awareness and information sharing [88]. Situational awareness
means identifying, processing, and comprehending critical elements of an incident or situation to provide useful insight into time- and safety-critical situations [8, 89]. It assists
first responders in assessing the amount of damage, victims’ locations and needs. Information sharing also shows how people behave and share information in social media regarding
the disasters and could be used for directing needed resources into public. Both situational
awareness and information sharing help to accelerate disaster response and alleviate both
property and human losses in crisis managements.
Analyzing and identifying posts related to the disaster [9, 90], detecting posts originated from within a crisis region [91], studying automatic methods for extracting information [92, 85, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99] and behavioral analysis methods during disasters [87, 100, 101] are among different methods used to improve situational awareness.
There are also some applications and analysis tools which help humanitarian and disaster relief organizations to track, analyze, and monitor microblog event related posts such
as [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108].

3.2

Applications of Sentiment Analysis in Disaster Relief

Sentiment analysis of disaster related posts in social media is one of the techniques that
could gear up detecting posts for situational awareness. In particular, it is useful to better
understand the dynamics of the network including users’ feelings, panics and concerns as it
is used to identify polarity of sentiments expressed by users during disaster events to improve
decision making. It helps authorities to find answers to their questions and make better
decisions regarding the event assistance without paying the cost as the traditional public
surveys. Sentiment information could also be used to project the information regarding the
devastation and recovery situation and donation requests to the crowd in better ways. Using
the results obtained from sentiment analysis, authorities can figure out where they should
look for particular information regarding the disaster such as the most affected areas, types
of emergency needs [109].
Many methods have been proposed to analyze the role of sentiment analysis in disaster
management where most of them deploy variant machine learning techniques [109, 89, 110,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121] and other techniques such as swarm
intelligence [122]. The datasets used for evaluations includes the social media posts related

to events such as Hurricane Sandy, Hurricane Irene, Red River flood in 2009 and 2010, Haiti
earthquake, California gas explosion, and Terrorist attack in Mumbai.
One of the earlier machine learning based works for disaster management using sentiment analysis is proposed by Verma et al. [89]. In particular, they build a classifier to automatically detect situational awareness tweets by categorizing them to several dimensions
including subjectivity, personal or impersonal style and linguistic style (formal or informal)
using combination of hand-annotated and automatically linguistic features. Subjectivity features could be used to assess the amount of emotion a user expressed in her tweets for situational awareness and information extraction. This study, uses OpinionFinder [123, 124] to
extract subjectivity of tweets as a linguistic features for their developed classifier. Similarly,
authors in [109] use Bayesian Networks to detect sentiment of tweets of California gas explosion based on combination of sentiment ontology, emoticons,frequent lists of sentiment
words SentiWordNet [125] and AFINN [126]. In addition to classifying sentiments of tweets
into positive and negative, study of Nagy et al. [109] could be used to detect informationbased tweets as a way to increase credibility of the post. Using different features such as bag
of words, pruning features and lexicon based ones, authors in [110] train a sentiment classifier to categorize messages based on level of concern. Then they leverage trained classifier
for understanding public perception towards disasters by investigating relation of sentiment
and demographic features including location, gender and time. The authors use Hurricane
Irene dataset for evaluation.
Dong et al. [111] develop a prototype to automatically collect, analyze and visualize live
disaster related social media data from Twitter and also studies how individuals on Twitter
react to disaster. Finally they utilize Granger causality analysis [127] to correlate positive/negative sentiments of users on Twitter with distance of Hurricane Sandy approaching
the disaster location. Another study on Hurricane Sandy is [112] where proposes a finegrained sentiment analysis using machine learning classifiers, SVM, Naive Bayes Binary
and Multinomial model to distinguish crisis-related micro-posts from irrelevant information. In particular, all of the tweets have been preprocessed to remove irrelevant terms and
features and extract general categories from microposts using OpenCalais API6 and also
to handle abbreviations based on noslang dictionary7 . Then, several features are extracted
including bag of words, part of speech tags, n-grams, emoticons, and sentiment features
which are obtained from AFINN and SentiWordNet word list. The proposed method identifies seven emotion classes anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Likewise,
after collecting Hurricane Sandy relevant tweets, authors in [113] annotate the tweets with
one of four sentiment labels, positive, fear, anger and other using SVM and Naı̈ve Bayes. As
opposed to [112, 109], Caragea et al. [114] classify tweets sentiments into three classes of
positive, negative and neutral associating tweet geo-location to demonstrate general mood
on the ground. Authors identify the sentiments of tweets by applying machine learning
techniques on the combination of bag of words and sentiment features such as emoticons,
acronyms and polarity clues as the feature representation provided to the classifier. Then
they assigns locations of tweets to their sentiments to show how sentiments of users change
6 http://www.opencalais.com
7 http://noslang.com

with respect to relative distance from the disaster. Mapping disaster information helps response organizations to have a real time map which shows population’s response to disaster
using sentiment analysis as a measure.
Using Japan earthquakes as a case study, Vo et al. [117] track crowd emotions during
earthquake in microblog posts. The authors consider 6 different emotion classes namely
calm, unpleasantness, sadness, anxiety, fear, and relief. Then it deploys two machine learning classifier for identifying earthquake related tweets and also classification of them based
on the expressed emotions. By tracking crowd sentiment, Vo et al. [117] conclude that fear
and anxiety are two emotions that users express right after the events while calm and unpleasantness are not exposed clearly during small earthquakes but in the large tremor. As
an another case study of sentiment analysis for disaster management, authors in [116] apply sentiment analysis methods on Kenya Westgate Mall attack dataset to assess and understand how emergency organizations use social media to improve their responses. They study
the difference between sentiment of posts published by emergency organizations and managers and deploy document-level sentiment analysis of TwitterMate which utilizes Alchemy
API8 [39]. Authors also apply statistical t-test to confirm that managers posts have more positive sentiment than organizations’ as they are considered more approachable by the public
due to the positive language of their posts. Similar to other machine learning techniques,
considering eight types of emotions including accusation, anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, surprise, and no emotion, Torkildson et al. [118] classify Gulf Oil Spills event related tweets using ALOE [128] which deployed SVM.
Buscaldi et al. [119] use subjectivity, polarity and irony detection tool named as IRADABE proposed in [129] (which is based on SVM) to identify event related tweets. They
assumed that subjective tweets are more likely from a person who is involved in the event,
ironic tweets are posted after the event to criticize or blame and event-related tweets have
more negative sentiments rather than day-to-day ones. The authors extracted tweets related
to 2014 Genoa Floodings to analyze how sentiment analysis and natural language processing
methods affect extracting useful information. Another study [120] investigates the impact
of disasters on the underlying sentiment of social media streams. In more details, it explores
the underlying trends in positive and negative sentiment with respect to the disasters and
geographically related sentiments. In particular, it first proposes an uncertainty measure to
evaluate the disagreement among multiple sentiment classifiers SentiwordNet [130], SentriStrength [131] and CoreNLP [132] using vote entropy and then uses a committee vote
scheme to decide on a Tweet’s sentiment class [133]. Due to the vast amount of information
published in social media during an event, problem reports and corresponding aid messages
were not successfully exchanged most of the time. Therefore, many resources would be
wasted and victims would not received necessary aids. So discovering matches between
problem reports and aid agencies facilitate communication between victims and humanitarian organizations.Varga et al. [121] try to solve problem of aid and problem report messages
recognition and matching using machine learning techniques by considering different features such as lexicon, semantic and sentiment features.
Furthermore, information flow during catastrophic events such as hurricanes is a critical
8 http://www.alchemyapi.com/

part of disaster management.In an attempt, authors in [115] analyze sentiments of over 50
million tweets before, during and after Hurricane Sandy to study people’s behavior changes
in Twitter based on the times hurricane reached different cities in terms of number of published posts and expressed sentiments in their tweets. They observe that sentiment of tweets
deviate from those of normal ones and conclude that analyzing sentiments from tweets,
along with other metrics enables use of sentiment sensing for detecting and locating disasters. Authors use three different methods, Topsy [134], Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count(LIWC) [135] and SentiStrength as sentiment detection algorithms. Other than machine learning techniques, there exist some other methods which are developed for sentiment
analysis in disaster management. For example, Chakraborty et al. [122] model the evolution of social dynamics, sentiment, opinion and views of people after a major event. They
use swarm intelligence technique to identify the dynamic and time bound property of social
events.

3.3

Visual Analytics

Besides disaster related data management in social media, the ability to drawing out
important features is essential for better and quick understanding of situation which leads to
rapid decision making in critical situations. Moreover, the data produced by social media
during disasters and events, is staggering and hard for an individual to process. Therefore,
visualization is needed for facilitating pattern discovery [136]. Using visualization, people
can find their answers regarding the disasters more quickly and they will figure out where
they should look for to find their answers more easily.
Some of the methods that have been introduced previously such as [111, 113, 114, 118,
120], develop visualization tools to increase meaningfulness of analysis. Dong et al. [111]
develop a prototype to visualize automatically collected and analyzed live disaster data from
Twitter using word clouds, spatial maps and dynamic online activity graphs. Fig.5 is an example of how the proposed visualization tool utilized on Hurricane Sandy dataset. Authors
in [113] simply visualize proportion of messages classified with different labels and [114]
maps sentiment of disaster-related tweets to their locations and visualize it on a geographical map to have a real time analysis of population’s response to disaster.Fig.6 shows maps
of tweets sentiment analyzed by [114] in global and regional scale. Another study [118]
displays the frequency of emotion labels during different hours of each event while example
tweets of each label are also shown to make sense about the event. Authors in [120] develop a visual analytics framework for analyzing and modeling sentiment on disaster related
Twitter data. They particularly uses Ebola Twitter dataset in order to evaluate their visual
analytic framework. The proposed framework is particularly useful for exploring the patterns of sentiment distributions and also comparing between the distributions. Fig.7 depicts
results of sentiment analysis and visualization on Ebola dataset where blurred circles show
high sentiment uncertainty.
The main challenge in crisis-related social media data visualization, is the immediate
analysis of data for emergency management. For example, Calderon et al. [105] design a
visual analytics prototype to support real-time analysis of sentiment in social media in emergency management. The proposed model addresses three domain-specific issues as follows:

Figure 5: Visualization Tool applied on Hurricane Sandy corpus. Reprinted with permission from [111].

Figure 6: Maps of Positive, Neutral, and Negative Tweets at global and regional scale
during Hurricane Sandy. Reprinted with permission from [114].
dealing with high volume of generated social media data during disaster, real-time extraction
of relevant features and analysis and visualization of social media streams in the absence of
critical attributes e.g. geo-location when real-time analysis is needed. It uses animation to
represent time update considering the dynamic nature of stream data. SentiStrength [132]
is applied as an algorithm for sentiment analysis.Fig.8 shows screenshots generated by the
proposed dynamic visualization prototype.
We summarize the recent works in application of sentiment analysis in disaster relief
with highlighting their datasets, approaches and reported accuracies in table 2. We distinguish between studies with and without visualization abilities.

4

Discussions and Future Directions

This chapter presented an overview of sentiment analysis in social media and how it
could be leveraged for disaster relief during emergencies and disasters. We covered state-ofthe-art sentiment analysis approaches and highlight their contributions and then discussed
the application of social media and sentiment analysis in disaster relief and situational aware-

Paper dataset
[89]
OK Fire; Red River
flood 2009-2010; Haiti
earthquake
[105] Hurricane Sandy

Approach
Maximum Entropy

Evaluation
88% (Accuracy)

Visualization

SentiStrength

X

[109]

Bayesian Networks
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Support Vector
Machine
Support Vector
Machine
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for animation visualization)
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Hurricane Irene
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Hurricane Sandy
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[113]
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[114]
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[116]
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IRADABE
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SentiWordNet,
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84.27% (Accuracy)
-
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75.3% (Accuracy)
75.91% (Accuracy)
-

X

X
X

87.8% (FScore)
91% (Accuracy)

X

66% (Accuracy)
-

X

-

Table 2: Recent approaches in the application of sentiment analysis in disaster relief
along with their datasets and applied methods. Methods applying visualization are
check marked. Some studies may have reported different accuracies in their original
papers.

Figure 7: Sentiment analysis and visualization overview on Ebola Twitter dataset. The
two maps are used for geo-comparison view. The list on the right depicts ordered
Tweets by retweet count. The bottom view is entropy sentiment river. Reprinted with
permission from [120].

Figure 8: Screenshots from 3 animations used to represent a stream of emergencyrelated tweets classified by sentiment analysis. Reprinted with permission from [105].
ness, while we also detailed applications of visual analytics with an emphasis on sentiment
analysis. In this section we discuss some of the challenges facing the studies in sentiment
analysis and its application in disaster relief, as well as visual analytics, as potential research
directions for further considerations.
Despite few works that have exploited network information such as followee-follower
networks and @-networks for more accurate sentiment analysis, majority of the works have
not incorporated such useful information; they have considered the problem of sentiment
analysis with solely taking into account the lexicon or linguistic based features. One potential avenue of future work is to deploy extra information such as emotional correlation
information including spatial-temporal patterns and homophily effect as a measurement of
sentiment of social media posts. For example, during winters, people in Florida are expected
to be happier than people in Wisconsin. Also, homophily effect suggest that similar people

might behave in a more similar way than other people regarding a specific event. Moreover, as the task of collecting sentiment labels in social media is extremely time consuming
and tedious, unsupervised or semi-supervised approaches are required to reduce the cost
of sentiment classification. Although some studies have addressed this issue, the literature
is premature in this realm and still lacks strong contributions. For example, future studies
could explore the contributions of other available emotion indications in social media such
as product ratings and reviews.
Most studies in disaster relief have used plain machine learning techniques with simple
lexicon features. Therefore, more complex machine learning based approaches along with
stronger features are required. Furthermore, leveraging the findings of psychological and
sociological studies on individuals’ behaviors (e.g. hope, fear) during disasters, could be
another interesting research direction. This additional information could help better understand people’s behaviors and feelings during disasters and also help decision makers know
how they can handle this situation. Investigating how this information could be preprocessed
to be immediately usable by corresponding authorities, is another interesting future research
direction. Furthermore, visualization techniques need to be improved to allow for real time
visual analytics of disasters related posts in order to help first responders easily track the
changes during disasters and make proper and quick decisions.
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